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communities around the world are entering a new era of community building whether improving economic
conditions and reducing poverty re energizing citizens and social programs reducing crime or revitalizing a
troubled neighborhood they are engaging people from all sectors as never before to work together as equals to
improve their quality of life at the heart of this engagement are community conversations in which common goals
are embraced by a diverse array of people with different backgrounds and needs and influencers are drawn from
multiple sectors including community organizations the various levels of government and businesses big and small
full of informative and inspiring examples of collaboration community conversations captures the essence of
creating such conversations and offers ten practical techniques to host conversations in your community
communities around the world are entering a new era of community building whether improving economic
conditions and reducing poverty re energizing citizens and social programs reducing crime or revitalizing a
troubled neighbourhood they are engaging people from all sectors as never before to work together as equals to
improve their quality of life at the heart of this engagement are community conversations in which common goals
are embraced by a diverse array of people with different backgrounds and needs and influencers are drawn from
multiple sectors including community organizations the various levels of government and businesses big and small
full of informative and inspiring examples of collaboration community conversations captures the essence of
creating such conversations and offers ten practical techniques to host conversations in your community paul born
is a master storyteller who infuses his work relationships community and life with the magic of conversation he is
internationally recognized for his innovative approaches to community building paul is president and cofounder of
tamarack an institute for community engagement he is also the founding chair of the canadian community
economic development network vibrant communities canada and opportunities 2000 in this volume koistinen
examines war planning and mobilizing in an era of rapid industrialization and reveals how economic mobilization
for defense and war is shaped at the national level by the interaction of political economic and military institutions
and by increasingly powerful and expensive weaponry stalinism and the politics of mobilization offers a new
interpretation of bolshevik ideology examines its relationship with soviet politics between 1917 and 1939 and
sheds new light on the origins of the political violence of the late 1930s while it challenges older views that the
stalinist system and the terror were the product of a coherent marxist leninist blueprint imposed by a group of
committed ideologues it argues that ideas mattered in bolshevik politics andthat there are strong continuities
between the politics of the revolutionary period and those of the 1930s by exploring divisions within the party over
several issues including class the relations between elites and masses and economic policy david priestland shows
how a number of ideological trendsemerged within bolshevik politics and how they were related to political and
economic interests and strategies he also argues that central to the launching of the terror was the leadership s
commitment to a strategy of mobilization and to a view of politics that ultimately derived from the left bolshevism
of the revolutionary period scholars have given questions about the perpetrators of nameless violence in southern
thailand little consideration leaving the motives that drive barisan revolusi nasional brn heavily cloaked in secrecy
and speculation this book offers a rare glimpse behind the veil that shrouds brn coordinate using exclusive access
to and detailed interviews with brn coordinate members this book analyses the communicative dimension of the
insurgency it depicts the hidden channels and organized violence that drive the regions enduring rebellion as well
as brn s dichotomous existence between silence and communication mageza barthel addresses issues of global
governance in gender politics through such international frameworks as cedaw the beijing declaration and
platform for action as well as resolution 1325 these instruments have been brought forth by a transnational
women s movement to benefit women and women s rights across the globe this book shows how these gender
norms were introduced adapted and contested locally at a crucial time of the transformation process underway
concerned with the interplay of domestic and international politics it also alludes to the unique circumstances in
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rwanda that have led to unprecedented levels of women s political representation reproduction of the original
mobilizing woman power by harriot stanton blatch this book offers a timely analysis of the european union
convention s impact on domestic political systems and civil society in southern europe with chapters on portugal
spain italy greece malta cyprus and turkey examining one of the most hotly debated topics in contemporary
politics media and academia the research handbook on populism brings together a diverse range of academics
from across the globe to provide a detailed and comprehensive overview of the developing field of populism
research although many have tried the spontaneity of the arab spring uprisings and the unpredictability of its
diverse geographical outcomes have resisted explanation for social scientists part of the challenge has been how
to effectively measure and analyze the empirical data while another obstacle has been a lack of attention to the
worldviews value orientations and long term concerns from the people of the middle east and north africa in order
to meet these challenges head on mansoor moaddel and michele j gelfand have assembled an international team of
experts to explore and employ a new and diverse set of frameworks in order to explain the dynamics of cross
national variation values political engagement morality and development in these regions to this end the authors
address a wide range of questions such as to what extent do recent events reflect changes in values among the
middle eastern publics are youth uniformly more supportive of change than the rest of the population to what
extent are changes in values connected to changes in identities how do we explain the process of change in the
long term as moaddel and gelfand remark in their book s introduction our hope is that this collective effort will not
only contribute to the development of the social sciences in the middle east and north africa but also to practical
political actions and public policies that serve social tolerance and harmony peace and economic prosperity for the
people of the region to what extent and precisely how are nationalism and patriotism transnational processes
youth mobilization in vichy indochina and its legacies analyzes the causes and consequences of state sponsored
patriotic youth associations during world war ii in french indochina providing an historical account of the
transnational policy process of youth mobilization during world war ii this book describes how officials
transplanted french doctrines to indochina with sensitivity toward the varying local political contexts and cultural
traditions the french believed they had found there engaging the work of benedict anderson on nationalism in the
third world raffin details the mechanisms by which a set of french colonial practices and discourses sponsored by
the colonial state promoted nationalism among local youth and helped to lead the countries of the former french
indochina toward militaristic regimes this well researched volume provides a valuable contribution to a period of
indochinese history that is still little studied and is important reading for students and scholars of colonial history
who seek a long term historical perspective on empire and post empire state building provides students executives
and managers with vital resources to lead their organizations to higher levels of performance this book is the
immediate result of the co operation of a great number of scholars in the netherlands institute of government nig
nig is an interuniversity research school as such it has a double task in addition to offering a ph d program to
students in public administration it also is a research institute in which a great number of scholars from seven
dutch universities participate and work on a common research program the chapters in this book are all products
of the research program that started in 1995 this program had the ambition to explore the frontiers of the
discipline in two respects first by studying a number of recent developments in society and their consequences for
the functioning of government these consequences can be summarised as the development of a system of multi
level and multi actor governance second by contributing to the knowledge of institutions both by studying what
factors are most important in the formation and change of institutions and by studying the effects of institutions
on the behaviour of actors in different political and administrative settings most contributions to this volume
either have their origin in conferences organized by the nig or were published as an nig working paper we are
grateful to marcia clifford and connie hoekstra who prepared the final version of the manuscript to ian priestnall
who took care of the language editing and to an anonymous reviewer whose comments were gratefully used a
critical edition of the text that defined communist party ideology in stalin s soviet union the short course on the
history of the communist party of the soviet union bolsheviks defined stalinist ideology both at home and abroad it
was quite literally the the master narrative of the ussr a hegemonic statement on history politics and marxism
leninism that scripted soviet society for a generation this study exposes the enormous role that stalin played in the
development of this all important text as well as the unparalleled influence that he wielded over the soviet
historical imagination this book firmly locates community work practice in an ideological and theoretical context
and makes a distinctive contribution to community work theory and practice in many countries and contexts this
2002 study examines the process of the disintegration of the soviet state introducing comparative politics the
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essentials is focused on core concepts and the big picture questions in comparative politics who rules what
explains political behavior where and why stephen orvis and carol ann drogus demonstrate the strengths and
weaknesses of commonly debated theories structures and beliefs and push students to apply their understanding
while detailed case studies can go in depth on specific countries and political systems this book distills its country
material into the narrative increasing global awareness current event literacy and critical thinking skills adapted
from the authors introducing comparative politics fifth edition the essentials version offers the same framework
for understanding comparative politics in a briefer format allowing you to teach the course the way you want to
teach it based on previously unexamined archival records and oral interviews with rank and file rda members this
book reinterprets nationalist history by approaching it from the bottom up the environmental movement is having
a marked impact on national and international politics this book examines the dominant ethics attitudes and moral
values behind the international environmental movement and analyzes how it has influenced national policies
around the world in addition it assesses the effectiveness of international law and international organizations in
improving natural resource conservation founded in 1974 southeast asian affairs provides without fear or favour
informed and in depth annual analyses of this vibrant region and its component countries it is the only publication
which does this and is in its own class without peers it is a mandatory reference and read for those seriously
interested in knowing southeast asia professor a b shamsul founding director institute of ethnic studies universiti
bebangsaan malaysia e now in its 38th edition southeast asian affairs offers an indispensable guide to this
fascinating region lively analytical authoritative and accessible there is nothing comparable in quality or range to
this series it is a must read for academics government officials the business community the media and anybody
with an interest in contemporary southeast asia drawing on its unparalleled network of researchers and
commentators iseas is to be congratulated for producing this major contribution to our understanding of this
diverse and fast changing region to a consistently high standard and in a timely manner e hal hill h w arndt
professor of southeast asian economies australian national university this timely book explores technological
innovation as a concept dissecting its emergence development and use benoît godin offers an exciting new
historiography of the subject arguing that the study of innovation originates not from scholars but from
practitioners of innovation this book serves as a complete introduction to the subject of knowledge management
km and incorporates technical as well as social aspects concepts as well as practical examples and traditional km
approaches as well as emerging topics knowledge management systems and processes enhances the conventional
exposition of km with an in depth discussion of the technologies used to facilitate the management of knowledge
in large and small organizations this includes a complete description of the theory and applications of the various
techniques and technologies currently in use to manage organizational knowledge the discussion of technology is
at a level appropriate for the typical business administration graduate student or corporate manager special
features includes case studies of actual implementations of km systems including details such as system
architecture contains numerous vignettes describing practical applications of km initiatives at leading firms and
governmental organizations provides a balanced view of knowledge management while incorporating benefits and
controversial issues and both technology and social aspects extremely current making extensive use of latest
developments in and examples from the field of km written by two proficient and recognized researchers in the
field of km drawing from a wide selection of classic and contemporary works the editors have chosen readings
that reflect the major approaches and central debates in the field of social movement highlighting the
contributions of feminist media history to media studies and related disciplines this book focuses on feminist
periodicals emerging from or reacting to the edwardian suffrage campaign and situates them in the context of
current debates about the public sphere social movements and media history in many ways the arab israeli war of
1948 is typical of the total military conflicts that characterized the first half of the twentieth century however in
addition to the military course of the war and its formative and revolutionary ramifications this war was also
notable for the social mobilization of the israeli population social mobilization in the arab israeli war of 1948
focuses on these civilian aspects of the war the involvement of the israeli home front in the fighting and the
participation of society in the process of mobilization israeli civil society organizations played an active and
central role in mobilizing the economy for the war effort mobilizing personnel for military service for labor and for
the emergency services and in organizing the home front the function of israeli society and civil organizations in
processes of mobilization conducted against the background of the end of the british mandate and the
establishment of the state of israel was one of the principal factors that contributed to the israeli military victory
in the 1948 war civilian aspects of the 1948 war have received little attention despite the opening of the archives
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in the 1980s as such social mobilization in the arab israeli war of 1948 is an important contribution particularly for
those interested in israeli history jewish history middle eastern history the arab israeli conflict and war studies a
place in politics is a thorough reinterpretation of the politics and political culture of the brazilian state of são
paulo between the 1890s and the 1930s the world s foremost coffee producing region from the outset of this
period and home to more than six million people by 1930 são paulo was an economic and demographic giant in an
era marked by political conflict and dramatic social and cultural change in brazil nowhere were the conflicts as
intense or changes more dramatic than in são paulo the southeastern state was the site of the country s most
important political developments from the contested presidential campaign of 1909 10 to the massive military
revolt of 1924 drawing on a wide array of source materials james p woodard analyzes these events and the
republican political culture that informed them woodard s fine grained political history proceeds chronologically
from the final years of the nineteenth century when são paulo s leaders enjoyed political preeminence within the
federal system codified by the constitution of 1891 through the mass mobilization of 1931 32 in which são paulo s
people marched rioted and eventually took up arms against the national government in what was to be brazil s last
great regionalist revolt in taking to the streets in the name of their state constitutionalism and the civilization that
they identified with both the people of são paulo were at once expressing their allegiance to elements of a
regionally distinct political culture and converging on a broader more participatory public sphere that had arisen
amid the political conflicts of the preceding decades a broad survey and analysis of islamic activist movements
throughout the muslim world what role did religion play in sparking the call for civil rights was the african
american church a motivating force or a calming eddy the conventional view among scholars of the period is that
religion as a source for social activism was marginal conservative or pacifying not so argues johnny e williams
focusing on the state of arkansas as typical in the role of ecclesiastical activism his book argues that black religion
from the period of slavery through the era of segregation provided theological resources that motivated and
sustained preachers and parishioners battling racial oppression drawing on interviews speeches case studies
literature sociological surveys and other sources williams persuasively defines the most ardent of civil rights
activists in the state as products of church culture both religious beliefs and the african american church itself
were essential in motivating blacks to act individually and collectively to confront their oppressors in arkansas and
throughout the south williams explains how the ideology of the black church roused disparate individuals into a
community and how the church established a base for many diverse participants in the civil rights movement he
shows how church life and ecumenical education helped to sustain the protest of people with few resources and
little permanent power williams argues that the church helped galvanize political action by bringing people
together and creating social bonds even when societal conditions made action difficult and often dangerous the
church supplied its members with meanings beliefs relationships and practices that served as resources to create
a religious protest message of hope in this book lois mcnay argues that the insights of the recognition theorists
are undercut by their reliance on an inadequate account of power



Community Conversations 2012-06-15 communities around the world are entering a new era of community
building whether improving economic conditions and reducing poverty re energizing citizens and social programs
reducing crime or revitalizing a troubled neighborhood they are engaging people from all sectors as never before
to work together as equals to improve their quality of life at the heart of this engagement are community
conversations in which common goals are embraced by a diverse array of people with different backgrounds and
needs and influencers are drawn from multiple sectors including community organizations the various levels of
government and businesses big and small full of informative and inspiring examples of collaboration community
conversations captures the essence of creating such conversations and offers ten practical techniques to host
conversations in your community
Community Conversations 2008 communities around the world are entering a new era of community building
whether improving economic conditions and reducing poverty re energizing citizens and social programs reducing
crime or revitalizing a troubled neighbourhood they are engaging people from all sectors as never before to work
together as equals to improve their quality of life at the heart of this engagement are community conversations in
which common goals are embraced by a diverse array of people with different backgrounds and needs and
influencers are drawn from multiple sectors including community organizations the various levels of government
and businesses big and small full of informative and inspiring examples of collaboration community conversations
captures the essence of creating such conversations and offers ten practical techniques to host conversations in
your community paul born is a master storyteller who infuses his work relationships community and life with the
magic of conversation he is internationally recognized for his innovative approaches to community building paul is
president and cofounder of tamarack an institute for community engagement he is also the founding chair of the
canadian community economic development network vibrant communities canada and opportunities 2000
Mobilizing and Moving to Action 1997-01-01 in this volume koistinen examines war planning and mobilizing in an
era of rapid industrialization and reveals how economic mobilization for defense and war is shaped at the national
level by the interaction of political economic and military institutions and by increasingly powerful and expensive
weaponry
Mobilizing for Modern War 1997 stalinism and the politics of mobilization offers a new interpretation of
bolshevik ideology examines its relationship with soviet politics between 1917 and 1939 and sheds new light on
the origins of the political violence of the late 1930s while it challenges older views that the stalinist system and
the terror were the product of a coherent marxist leninist blueprint imposed by a group of committed ideologues it
argues that ideas mattered in bolshevik politics andthat there are strong continuities between the politics of the
revolutionary period and those of the 1930s by exploring divisions within the party over several issues including
class the relations between elites and masses and economic policy david priestland shows how a number of
ideological trendsemerged within bolshevik politics and how they were related to political and economic interests
and strategies he also argues that central to the launching of the terror was the leadership s commitment to a
strategy of mobilization and to a view of politics that ultimately derived from the left bolshevism of the
revolutionary period
Mobilizing and Moving to Action 1997-01-01 scholars have given questions about the perpetrators of nameless
violence in southern thailand little consideration leaving the motives that drive barisan revolusi nasional brn
heavily cloaked in secrecy and speculation this book offers a rare glimpse behind the veil that shrouds brn
coordinate using exclusive access to and detailed interviews with brn coordinate members this book analyses the
communicative dimension of the insurgency it depicts the hidden channels and organized violence that drive the
regions enduring rebellion as well as brn s dichotomous existence between silence and communication
Stalinism and the Politics of Mobilization:Ideas, Power, and Terror in Inter-war Russia 2007-02-01 mageza barthel
addresses issues of global governance in gender politics through such international frameworks as cedaw the
beijing declaration and platform for action as well as resolution 1325 these instruments have been brought forth
by a transnational women s movement to benefit women and women s rights across the globe this book shows how
these gender norms were introduced adapted and contested locally at a crucial time of the transformation process
underway concerned with the interplay of domestic and international politics it also alludes to the unique
circumstances in rwanda that have led to unprecedented levels of women s political representation
Deciphering Southern Thailand's Violence 2015-08-14 reproduction of the original mobilizing woman power
by harriot stanton blatch
Mobilizing Transnational Gender Politics in Post-Genocide Rwanda 2015-08-28 this book offers a timely analysis of



the european union convention s impact on domestic political systems and civil society in southern europe with
chapters on portugal spain italy greece malta cyprus and turkey
Mobilizing and Moving to Action 1997-01-01 examining one of the most hotly debated topics in contemporary
politics media and academia the research handbook on populism brings together a diverse range of academics
from across the globe to provide a detailed and comprehensive overview of the developing field of populism
research
Mobilizing Woman-Power 2019-09-25 although many have tried the spontaneity of the arab spring uprisings and
the unpredictability of its diverse geographical outcomes have resisted explanation for social scientists part of the
challenge has been how to effectively measure and analyze the empirical data while another obstacle has been a
lack of attention to the worldviews value orientations and long term concerns from the people of the middle east
and north africa in order to meet these challenges head on mansoor moaddel and michele j gelfand have
assembled an international team of experts to explore and employ a new and diverse set of frameworks in order to
explain the dynamics of cross national variation values political engagement morality and development in these
regions to this end the authors address a wide range of questions such as to what extent do recent events reflect
changes in values among the middle eastern publics are youth uniformly more supportive of change than the rest
of the population to what extent are changes in values connected to changes in identities how do we explain the
process of change in the long term as moaddel and gelfand remark in their book s introduction our hope is that
this collective effort will not only contribute to the development of the social sciences in the middle east and north
africa but also to practical political actions and public policies that serve social tolerance and harmony peace and
economic prosperity for the people of the region
Mobilizing Politics and Society? 2005 to what extent and precisely how are nationalism and patriotism
transnational processes youth mobilization in vichy indochina and its legacies analyzes the causes and
consequences of state sponsored patriotic youth associations during world war ii in french indochina providing an
historical account of the transnational policy process of youth mobilization during world war ii this book describes
how officials transplanted french doctrines to indochina with sensitivity toward the varying local political contexts
and cultural traditions the french believed they had found there engaging the work of benedict anderson on
nationalism in the third world raffin details the mechanisms by which a set of french colonial practices and
discourses sponsored by the colonial state promoted nationalism among local youth and helped to lead the
countries of the former french indochina toward militaristic regimes this well researched volume provides a
valuable contribution to a period of indochinese history that is still little studied and is important reading for
students and scholars of colonial history who seek a long term historical perspective on empire and post empire
state building
Research Handbook on Populism 2024-03-14 provides students executives and managers with vital resources to
lead their organizations to higher levels of performance
Values, Political Action, and Change in the Middle East and the Arab Spring 2017-01-18 this book is the immediate
result of the co operation of a great number of scholars in the netherlands institute of government nig nig is an
interuniversity research school as such it has a double task in addition to offering a ph d program to students in
public administration it also is a research institute in which a great number of scholars from seven dutch
universities participate and work on a common research program the chapters in this book are all products of the
research program that started in 1995 this program had the ambition to explore the frontiers of the discipline in
two respects first by studying a number of recent developments in society and their consequences for the
functioning of government these consequences can be summarised as the development of a system of multi level
and multi actor governance second by contributing to the knowledge of institutions both by studying what factors
are most important in the formation and change of institutions and by studying the effects of institutions on the
behaviour of actors in different political and administrative settings most contributions to this volume either have
their origin in conferences organized by the nig or were published as an nig working paper we are grateful to
marcia clifford and connie hoekstra who prepared the final version of the manuscript to ian priestnall who took
care of the language editing and to an anonymous reviewer whose comments were gratefully used
Mobilization and Demobilization Problems, Hearings Before a Subcommittee ..., S. 1730 ..., S. 1893 ...,
April 26, 1944 1944 a critical edition of the text that defined communist party ideology in stalin s soviet union
the short course on the history of the communist party of the soviet union bolsheviks defined stalinist ideology
both at home and abroad it was quite literally the the master narrative of the ussr a hegemonic statement on



history politics and marxism leninism that scripted soviet society for a generation this study exposes the enormous
role that stalin played in the development of this all important text as well as the unparalleled influence that he
wielded over the soviet historical imagination
Youth Mobilization in Vichy Indochina and Its Legacies, 1940 to 1970 2005 this book firmly locates
community work practice in an ideological and theoretical context and makes a distinctive contribution to
community work theory and practice in many countries and contexts
Leading the Learning Organization 2000-01-01 this 2002 study examines the process of the disintegration of the
soviet state
Governance in Modern Society 2013-03-09 introducing comparative politics the essentials is focused on core
concepts and the big picture questions in comparative politics who rules what explains political behavior where
and why stephen orvis and carol ann drogus demonstrate the strengths and weaknesses of commonly debated
theories structures and beliefs and push students to apply their understanding while detailed case studies can go
in depth on specific countries and political systems this book distills its country material into the narrative
increasing global awareness current event literacy and critical thinking skills adapted from the authors
introducing comparative politics fifth edition the essentials version offers the same framework for understanding
comparative politics in a briefer format allowing you to teach the course the way you want to teach it
Stalin's Master Narrative 2019-01-01 based on previously unexamined archival records and oral interviews with
rank and file rda members this book reinterprets nationalist history by approaching it from the bottom up
Mobilizing Local Communities 1995 the environmental movement is having a marked impact on national and
international politics this book examines the dominant ethics attitudes and moral values behind the international
environmental movement and analyzes how it has influenced national policies around the world in addition it
assesses the effectiveness of international law and international organizations in improving natural resource
conservation
Nationalist Mobilization and the Collapse of the Soviet State 2002-02-04 founded in 1974 southeast asian affairs
provides without fear or favour informed and in depth annual analyses of this vibrant region and its component
countries it is the only publication which does this and is in its own class without peers it is a mandatory reference
and read for those seriously interested in knowing southeast asia professor a b shamsul founding director institute
of ethnic studies universiti bebangsaan malaysia e now in its 38th edition southeast asian affairs offers an
indispensable guide to this fascinating region lively analytical authoritative and accessible there is nothing
comparable in quality or range to this series it is a must read for academics government officials the business
community the media and anybody with an interest in contemporary southeast asia drawing on its unparalleled
network of researchers and commentators iseas is to be congratulated for producing this major contribution to
our understanding of this diverse and fast changing region to a consistently high standard and in a timely manner
e hal hill h w arndt professor of southeast asian economies australian national university
Introducing Comparative Politics 2019-12-30 this timely book explores technological innovation as a concept
dissecting its emergence development and use benoît godin offers an exciting new historiography of the subject
arguing that the study of innovation originates not from scholars but from practitioners of innovation
Mobilizing the Masses 2005 this book serves as a complete introduction to the subject of knowledge
management km and incorporates technical as well as social aspects concepts as well as practical examples and
traditional km approaches as well as emerging topics knowledge management systems and processes enhances
the conventional exposition of km with an in depth discussion of the technologies used to facilitate the
management of knowledge in large and small organizations this includes a complete description of the theory and
applications of the various techniques and technologies currently in use to manage organizational knowledge the
discussion of technology is at a level appropriate for the typical business administration graduate student or
corporate manager special features includes case studies of actual implementations of km systems including
details such as system architecture contains numerous vignettes describing practical applications of km initiatives
at leading firms and governmental organizations provides a balanced view of knowledge management while
incorporating benefits and controversial issues and both technology and social aspects extremely current making
extensive use of latest developments in and examples from the field of km written by two proficient and
recognized researchers in the field of km
Social Mobilisation And Modern Society 2001 drawing from a wide selection of classic and contemporary works
the editors have chosen readings that reflect the major approaches and central debates in the field of social



movement
Environmental Politics in the International Arena 1993-01-01 highlighting the contributions of feminist media
history to media studies and related disciplines this book focuses on feminist periodicals emerging from or
reacting to the edwardian suffrage campaign and situates them in the context of current debates about the public
sphere social movements and media history
Southeast Asian Affairs 2011 2003-08-01 in many ways the arab israeli war of 1948 is typical of the total
military conflicts that characterized the first half of the twentieth century however in addition to the military
course of the war and its formative and revolutionary ramifications this war was also notable for the social
mobilization of the israeli population social mobilization in the arab israeli war of 1948 focuses on these civilian
aspects of the war the involvement of the israeli home front in the fighting and the participation of society in the
process of mobilization israeli civil society organizations played an active and central role in mobilizing the
economy for the war effort mobilizing personnel for military service for labor and for the emergency services and
in organizing the home front the function of israeli society and civil organizations in processes of mobilization
conducted against the background of the end of the british mandate and the establishment of the state of israel
was one of the principal factors that contributed to the israeli military victory in the 1948 war civilian aspects of
the 1948 war have received little attention despite the opening of the archives in the 1980s as such social
mobilization in the arab israeli war of 1948 is an important contribution particularly for those interested in israeli
history jewish history middle eastern history the arab israeli conflict and war studies
Mobilization program. Proceedings of May 21, 23, 25, June 11, 12, 18-20, 25, 28, 29, July 16, 17, 26, 1951. 1060 p
1951 a place in politics is a thorough reinterpretation of the politics and political culture of the brazilian state of
são paulo between the 1890s and the 1930s the world s foremost coffee producing region from the outset of this
period and home to more than six million people by 1930 são paulo was an economic and demographic giant in an
era marked by political conflict and dramatic social and cultural change in brazil nowhere were the conflicts as
intense or changes more dramatic than in são paulo the southeastern state was the site of the country s most
important political developments from the contested presidential campaign of 1909 10 to the massive military
revolt of 1924 drawing on a wide array of source materials james p woodard analyzes these events and the
republican political culture that informed them woodard s fine grained political history proceeds chronologically
from the final years of the nineteenth century when são paulo s leaders enjoyed political preeminence within the
federal system codified by the constitution of 1891 through the mass mobilization of 1931 32 in which são paulo s
people marched rioted and eventually took up arms against the national government in what was to be brazil s last
great regionalist revolt in taking to the streets in the name of their state constitutionalism and the civilization that
they identified with both the people of são paulo were at once expressing their allegiance to elements of a
regionally distinct political culture and converging on a broader more participatory public sphere that had arisen
amid the political conflicts of the preceding decades
The Idea of Technological Innovation 2020-04-24 a broad survey and analysis of islamic activist movements
throughout the muslim world
Critical Approaches to Climate Change and Civic Action 2021-09-10 what role did religion play in sparking the call
for civil rights was the african american church a motivating force or a calming eddy the conventional view among
scholars of the period is that religion as a source for social activism was marginal conservative or pacifying not so
argues johnny e williams focusing on the state of arkansas as typical in the role of ecclesiastical activism his book
argues that black religion from the period of slavery through the era of segregation provided theological resources
that motivated and sustained preachers and parishioners battling racial oppression drawing on interviews
speeches case studies literature sociological surveys and other sources williams persuasively defines the most
ardent of civil rights activists in the state as products of church culture both religious beliefs and the african
american church itself were essential in motivating blacks to act individually and collectively to confront their
oppressors in arkansas and throughout the south williams explains how the ideology of the black church roused
disparate individuals into a community and how the church established a base for many diverse participants in the
civil rights movement he shows how church life and ecumenical education helped to sustain the protest of people
with few resources and little permanent power williams argues that the church helped galvanize political action by
bringing people together and creating social bonds even when societal conditions made action difficult and often
dangerous the church supplied its members with meanings beliefs relationships and practices that served as
resources to create a religious protest message of hope



Knowledge Management 2014-12-18 in this book lois mcnay argues that the insights of the recognition theorists
are undercut by their reliance on an inadequate account of power
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